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	2050 China: Becoming a Great Modern Socialist Country (Understanding Xi Jinping’s Governance), 9789811598326 (9811598320), Springer, 2020

	
		This book is open access under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.
	


	This book is arranged and developed around the theme of “2050 China,” it analyzes the factors and advantages of the Chinese road to socialist modernization, explores and summarizes the development goal and the basic logic of the socialist modernization of China, and further shows the general basis of the primary stage of socialism. According to the report delivered at the 19th Party Congress, and according to the “two-stage” strategic plan, this book looks ahead in detail to the overarching objective and sub-objectives of essentially achieving socialist modernization by 2035, discusses the building of a great modern socialist country in all respects from the perspective of the Party’s six-sphere integrated plan of economic, political, cultural, social, ecological civilization, and national defense construction, and provides policy proposals. This book also analyzes the influence and the effect of the socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics on the world and it further presents the third centenary goal. 
	


	
		In conclusion, this book is an elaboration of the work of the Institute for Contemporary China Studies, Tsinghua University. It reflects the intellectual innovation in the authors’ research on contemporary China, as well as the authors’ foresight and predictions about China’s future development.
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Newton: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2007
This Very Short Introduction  uses Newton's own unpublished writings to provide fascinating insight into the man who kept the Royal Society under his thumb, was Head of the Mint, and whose contributions to our understanding of the heavens and the earth are considered by many to be unparalleled.   The author begins with the legends surrounding...

		

PostgreSQL Administration Cookbook, 9.5/9.6 EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Over 150 recipes to help you administer your PostgreSQL database more efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the capabilities of PostgreSQL 9.6 to administer your database more efficiently
	
		Monitor, tune, secure and protect your database
	
		A step-by-step, recipe-based...



		

Robot Development Using Microsoft Robotics Developer StudioCRC Press, 2011

	This book has evolved from class notes for the undergraduate Automation and Robotics
	course at the National Taiwan University. The course was originally designed for senior
	students in the Department of Civil Engineering, enhancing their understanding of
	robotics technology and its potential. As this course does not have any...





	

Money and Ideas: Four Studies on Finance, Innovation and the Business Life Cycle (International Studies in Entrepreneurship)Springer, 2009
The lifecycle of businesses is complicated. Right from birth, businesses experience not just opportunities but also many hurdles. The primary obstacle for all businesses is access to capital; drawing from a variety of fields and research perspectives, this book presents four scientific studies that explore the implications of financial...


		

Cisco Voice Gateways and GatekeepersCisco Press, 2006
Deployments of voice over IP (VoIP) networks continue at a rapid pace. Voice gateways are an essential part of VoIP networks, handling the many tasks involved in translating between transmission formats and protocols and acting as the interface between an IP telephony network and the PSTN or PBX. Gatekeepers and IP-to-IP gateways help these...

		

The Power of Management Innovation: 24 Keys for Accelerating Profitability and Growth (Mighty Managers Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
The world’s most profitable companies share two    things in common: quality of management and    management capital. Combining leadership passion    for creating growth and profitability (quality    of management) and the effective deployment of    resources for accelerating growth (management    capital) is the formula for thriving in...
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